The NMDGF is currently revising their Elk and Deer Rules for the next 4 year cycle. These Rules are currently open for public comment
but will be closing in August. Below is an updated list of the proposed changes to the Rules. Please review these changes and provide
public comment via email to DGF-Elk-Rule@state.nm.us and DGF-Deer-Rule@state.nm.us

PROPOSED CHANGES TO ELK RULE

PROPOSED CHANGES TO DEER RULE

Modify the definition to “muzzle-loading firearms that do not have a scope”
Adjust some hunts to minimize overlap of weapons used or species hunted
Increase antlerless licenses in GMU 2
Increase antlerless licenses on the Rio Chama WMA
Increase antlerless licenses in GMU 6B (Valles Caldera National Preserve)
Increase elk licenses on Marquez WMA and combine the hunt L-Bar property
Shift late season antlerless elk hunt in GMU 10 to begin earlier in December
Decrease mid & late MB October rifle hunts in GMUs 16A, 16B/22, 16C, and 16E
Eliminate the elk hunt in GMU 19 (WSMR)
Create a new antlerless hunt in GMU 23 in the Burro Mountains.
Shift hunt dates in GMU 24 later.
Increase licenses in GMU 30 and open GMU 29 to be hunted in conjunction
Create antlerless hunts in GMU 34 to occur in late January and Early February
Increase youth encouragement hunts in GMU 34
Create antlerless hunt in GMU 36 in late January
Change all GMU 36 MB hunts to ES
Increase licenses in the combined elk hunts in GMUs 42/47/59
Include GMU 39 with GMU 43 draw hunt
Shift 25 archery licenses in GMU 48 to muzzleloader
Re-distribute the Youth Encouragement licenses in GMU 50 to GMU 51
Eliminate the antlerless hunt north of Sunshine Valley Road in GMU 53
Decrease licenses on Colin Neblett WMA due to limited elk presence.
Decrease licenses on Valle Vidal to address decreased calf recruitment.
Establish an archery hunt in the combined GMU 57/58 area
Re-define “Encouragement Hunts” to for youth only

August 16th—NM Chamber of Commerce Board Meeting
August 19th—Game Commission Meeting (Gallup, NM)

• Modify the definition to “muzzle-loading firearms that do not
have a scope”

• Adjust some hunts to minimize overlap of weapons used or
species hunted

• Adjust season dates to account for calendar shift. For example, if a
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hunt normally starts on a Saturday, this date shift would be maintained throughout the rule so the hunts continue to start on a
Saturday (for both Deer and Elk).
Create an October youth hunt in GMUs 2A and 2B
• GMU 2A: 25 licenses in October/15 in November
• GMU 2B: 125 licenses in October/ 25 in November
Create a November rifle hunt on L Bar/Marquez WMA in GMU 9
Designate GMU 8 as a Quality Unit
Add a second hunt code for WSMR hunts
Create new hunts where deer populations have increased
• January FAD archery hunts in GMUs 7 and 9
• FAWTD rifle hunts in GMUs 21 and 26
• September FAMD and FAWTD archery hunts in GMU 27
• November ESWTD hunt in GMU 55A, 55B
Open River Ranch, Double E, and Pipkin WMAs to deer hunting
Remove language “Excluding Fort Stanton” for the GMU 36
Reduce youth licenses on Huey WMA in GMU 33
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John Vance Boretsky
May 30, 1945-July 2, 2022

It is with an enormously heavy heart
that we report the passing of John
Boretsky. John worked for many
years as the O&G Liaison to Safari
Club International where he was
instrumental in establishing and
•
maintaining relationships
•
between SCI and the O&G associa•
tions across the world. He started
PLEASE NOTE: NMCOG is not taking an official stance on the muzzleloader the first North American O&G workissue. We have substantial numbers of outfitters who are strongly in favor shop. And he was the visionary &
of the change as well as strongly opposed. Consensus was undetermined.
helped form the Professional
Outfitters and Guides of America
DATES TO REMEBER
(POGA) collaborative. As the original
spokes person for POGA, John was
October 14th—Game Commission Meeting (Las Cruces, NM)
able to work with other conservations groups to provide POGA a seat on the American Wildlife
Conservation Partners (AWCP), a collaborative of over 50 organizations that provide information
August through December— Biweekly EPLUS Coalition Meetings
related to conservation, hunting, fishing, & shooting sports to incoming Presidential administrations and Congress. John was a fierce advocate for the outfitting industry and as a conservationist
supported key issues from the US to Canada to Africa as well as in his home state of New Mexico.
John was also the former Executive Director of the NM Council of Outfitters and Guides.
He began with NMCOG in 1998 and served the NM outfitting industry for 10 years. Over his
tenure with NMCOG John arranged the funding for an Economic Impact Study for the San Juan
River below Navajo Dam. That document has influenced every Governor's perception of the
fishery from that day on. John was also successful in advocating the NM outfitting industry and
was able to keep what we had over that decade which is a big win for any lobbyist.
John was a proud veteran of the United States Army where he served in the Vietnam
War. Outfitters who had the pleasure of hunting with John remembered his passionate stories
about his distinguished military career. One reminisced that “John once told me the story of the
Dong Ha Bridge. I’m not sure if he was there but he must have been close because I got the sense
that he knew those guys personally.”
Foremost we will remember John as a loyal friend, devoted husband and caring father.
He had a fantastic sense of humor. Was amazingly intelligent, patriotic, and a phenomenal bird
hunter. He called ABQ his home but had friends across the world. John passed away on July 2,
2022 at home after a long illness. He is survived by wife, Susan Boretsky; his son, Peter Boretsky;
brother in law, Travis Scott, and his brother Stephen Boretsky of Florida. He was proceeded in
passing by his daughter, Sarah Jill Boretsky Wallace of Lubbock, Texas in 2020.

A memorial service will be scheduled for a later date in his home town of Albuquerque.

NMCOG
51 Bogan Rd
Stanley, NM 87056
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New Mexico council of outfitters and guides

North American O&G Workshop 2019
Ft. St. John, British Columbia

North American O&G Workshop 2015
Jackson, WY

North American O&G Workshop 2014
Kananaskis, Alberta

DIRECTORS COLUMN
There are just some people who safari into
your life and leave a forever impression. John
Boretsky was that person in my life. From the
day I hired on with NMCOG, he took me under
his wing & mentored me in all things hunting,
fishing, & outfitting. It was John that first told
me the people in the hunting industry would
grab hold of my heart and I would never leave
(boy was he right). But he also showed me the
need to place boundaries on my role as Executive Director. He was full of valuable incite and
I so looked forward to our lunch dates at his
favorite restaurant, O’Neills in ABQ (he always
ordered the Patty Melt). He was amazingly
intelligent and very funny. In reference to my
first Mexican Wolf meeting he told me “if
you’re going to insist on hanging out with crazy
people, you’d do well to get a concealed carry
permit”. He was full of dry wit and random
inspirational phrases. When I was deciding if I
wanted to become a hunter (remember I’m
from a non-hunting background) John said
“when a father hunts with his children he instills an appreciation for conservation. But
when a mother hunts with her children, she
creates the next generation of hunters”. John
drank scotch, he never once asked for recognition in any of his accomplishments, he dressed
like an English bird hunter, and always wore a
full beard. He was a true gentleman, laughed
often, and made friends wherever he went.
Below is one of my favorites photos. John
shooting clays in British Columbia at the North
American O&G workshop in 2019. I took this
picture personally and will cherish the
memory. Cheers John! We’ll miss you!

JULY GAME COMMISSION RE-CAP
The NM State Game Commission hosted a meeting in Ruidoso last Friday. The meeting was routine with no real drama or surprises. The
Commission approved the next 4-year rule cycle for the Exotics Rule and approved the next 1-year cycle of the Migratory Bird Rule.
REMOVAL OF SCOPES FROM MUZZLELOADERS
The Dept. continues to present their Rule changes on the basis that the Commission will ultimately approve the removal of scopes from
muzzleloaders for all Big Game Rules. During Friday’s meeting the Commission approved the Exotics Rule which included the provision that
the “Department recommends modifying the definition of a muzzle-loader to include only those muzzle-loading firearms that do not have a
scope (for all big game species)”. This provision is very likely to be applied to all the big game rules, including deer and elk.
APPROVAL OF THE EXOTICS RULE
The Commission unanimously approved the next 4-year cycle of the Exotics Rule. Below is a summary of changes that were approved, the
next 4-year hunt dates, and the new corresponding license numbers for Barbary, Oryx, and Ibex.
BARBARY SHEEP
• 18% overall increase in licenses
available
• The Dept. will maintain the split
units: GMUs 29, 30 and GMUs 32,
36, 37.
• The Department increased the
number of rifle hunts (from 5 to
8) while shortening the hunt
length to accommodate more
hunts.
• The new Rule includes all GMU
34 in the over-the-counter hunt
area to address hunter confusion
on the current split boundary.
• The new Rule opened all GMUs
(outside of SE core areas) to OTC
license holders.
IBEX
• Decreased licenses across the
board to address decrease in ibex
population.
• Changed definition of a “female/
immature ibex” to be <20 inches
(rather than <15 inches)
• Changed hunt length for F/IM
hunts to 5 days and the muzzleloader hunt to 7 days.

ORYX
• Increase off-range licenses by 20%.
• The Department has worked with
WSMR to shift some hunt dates.
• The Department and WSMR changed
the designation of the “Iraq/Afghanistan
veteran” hunts to allow “any veteran” (meaning anyone qualifying for the
NM resident military & veteran).
• Youth tags are now once-in-a-youth
• The Dept. added a segment of off-range
draw tags that are specifically for 70+
year old hunters.

APPROVAL OF MIGRATORY BIRD RULE
The Commission approved the following
proposed changes to the Migratory Bird Rule.
• Changed regular waterfowl and webless
migratory game bird season dates
• Adjusted sandhill crane permits based on
increased allocation.
• Estancia Valley—stay the same
• MRGV—add 55 permits
• Southwest—add 10 permits to
January hunt
• Bag limit for northern pintail will remain
at 1 per USFWS regulatory framework
• No changes for dove or band-tailed pigeon seasons
SUBSEQUENT DISCUSSION TURKEY RULE
The Dept. provided an update on their proposed changes to the Turkey Rule. This Rule is
currently open for public comment and will
be formally approved in October. To provide
public comment to this Rule please email DGF
-Gamebird@state.nm.us. The Dept. is proposing the following changes to the Rule:
• Extend Spring Season and Draw Entry
hunts to close on May 15
• Evaluate Closed GMUs based on turkey
population status
• Add up to 5 Once-in-a-Lifetime Entry
Permits to hunt Gould’s Turkey in GMU
26 and 27.
• Proposed hunt dates: May 1- 30
• Remove W.S. Huey WMA youth hunt due
to low turkey numbers
• Open GMU 20 & 43 for fall turkey
hunting
• Define dates and permit numbers for
Washington Ranch Youth Hunt Area
• add BLM Black River Management Area to hunt area
• Prohibit shooting turkeys on the roost
• Add Lbar to Marquez WMA entry hunt

